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This Paper presents an efficient algorithm for the nonlinear aeroelastic trim analysis of very flexible aircraft
described by detailedmodels. The algorithm is based on a novel inertia relief technique for large displacements and
is applicable to fluid–structure iteration frameworks coupling generic structural and aerodynamic solvers,
including high-fidelity commercial solvers. The methodology is tested on a low-order model of the University of
Michigan’s X-HALE experimental vehicle in order to compare to reference results for a typical steady rectilinear
flight condition. Nonlinear aeroelastic trim analyses conducted at different flight speeds show that the proposed
approach gives a smooth and fast convergence to the trim solution, which makes it suitable for high-fidelity
aeroelastic design of very flexible aircraft.
Nomenclature
aS2 , a
S
3
= lateral and vertical acceleration components of
stability axes, m∕s2
D = rigid-body mode matrix
E^q = steady aerodynamic forcematrix for nodal degrees
of freedom
E^u = steady aerodynamic forcematrix for trim variables
f^
A = aerodynamic nodal load vector
f^
A0 = aerodynamic nodal load vector due to initial
incidence, camber, and twist
f^
I = inertia relief nodal load vector
f^
W = gravity nodal load vector
K^, K^A = structural and aeroelastic stiffness matrices
M^ = mass matrix
Nl, Nr, Nt = number of leftover, reference (support), and total
degrees of freedom
Nu = number of trim variables
na, ns, nt = number of additional, load-step, and total
iterations
pS = roll rate in stability axes, rad/s
q^ = vector of nodal degrees of freedom
qD = freestream dynamic pressure, N∕m2
qS = pitch rate in stability axes, rad/s
rS = yaw rate in stability axes, rad/s
sj = load scaling factor at jth iteration
Tru = matrix giving reference (support) accelerations in
terms of accelerations of stability axes
u = vector of trim variables
uztip = wing-tip vertical displacement normalized by
semispan
V∞ = freestream velocity in stability axes, m/s
α, β = aerodynamic angles, deg
Δ = incremental quantity
δa, δe, δr = aileron, elevator, and rudder rotations, deg
ρ∞ = freestream air density, kg∕m3
Subscripts
e = trim quantity
l = quantity referring to leftover degree of freedom
r = quantity referring to reference (support) degree of
freedom
Superscripts
j = quantity evaluated at jth iteration
_□, □ = first- and second-order time derivatives
□^ = nodal quantity
I. Introduction
N EXT-GENERATION aircraft will be characterized by veryhigh-aspect-ratio wings and slender lightweight structures,
resulting in much larger deflections compared to today’s vehicles.
Among other consequences of high flexibility, the statically
deformed aircraft configuration at trim, which inherently depends on
the operating condition, shall be considered as the baseline for
aeroelastic design, guidance, and control [1].
The need to account for the effects of large trim deflections when
studying very flexible aircraft was pointed out by several authors
[1–3]. Linearized dynamicmodels based on the deformed shapewere
often found to retain most of the physics of fully nonlinear
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descriptions [1–4]. In contrast, analyses based on the jig shape
frequently resulted in poor predictions [1–3] and flight-test
failures [5].
At the academic research level, low-order computational tools
have been developed to study very flexible aircraft [2,6] modeled as
sets of geometrically nonlinear beams [7,8]. While such low-order
descriptions provide valuable insights into key nonlinear aeroelastic
behaviors, design of next-generation vehicles requires high-fidelity
modeling to significantly improve performance and reduce late
modifications in the design process. Nevertheless, there is still a lack
of efficient methodologies to solve nonlinear aeroelastic problems,
including trim problems, using detailed structural and aerodynamic
models. State-of-the-art commercial solvers used in industrial
aeroelastic design [9] allow for using built-up finite element method
(FEM)models but neglect structural nonlinearities and assume linear
aerodynamics at best corrected with computational fluid dynamic
(CFD) data [9,10].
This Paper presents an efficient algorithm for the nonlinear
aeroelastic trim analysis of very flexible aircraft described by
structural and aerodynamic models of any fidelity, including detailed
representations [11]. The algorithm is based on a novel large-
amplitude inertia relief technique that generalizes the linear inertia
relief analysis implemented in commercial FEM solvers [12,13] in
order to simulate the vehicle as unrestrained at each iteration of the
nonlinear solution process. To test the proposed methodology, a
medium-fidelity computational environment coupling the MSC
Nastran nonlinear structural solver SOL 400 [12] with an in-house
vortex-lattice method (VLM) code developed at DLR, German
Aerospace Center (DLR) [14] is implemented and applied to trim the
University of Michigan’s X-HALE [15,16]. A low-order description
of the aircraft is considered to compare to available results from the
University of Michigan’s Nonlinear Aeroelastic Simulation Toolbox
(UM/NAST) [6] and from a DLR aeroelastic toolbox [14] for a
typical steady rectilinear flight condition. Nonlinear aeroelastic trim
analyses at different flight speeds show that the proposed approach
gives a smooth and fast convergence to the trim solution, which
makes it suitable for high-fidelity aeroelastic design of very flexible
aircraft.
II. Aeroelastic Trim Algorithm
This section describes the proposed algorithm for the nonlinear
aeroelastic trim analysis of very flexible aircraft [11]. The
methodology is based on a novel large-amplitude inertia relief
technique [11] that allows one to simulate an unrestrained vehicle in a
nonlinear solution process and is applicable to fluid–structure
interaction frameworks coupling generic structural and aerodynamic
solvers, including high-fidelity commercial solvers. The role of
inertia relief analysis applied to aeroelastic trim problems solved
using displacement-based FEMstructural formulations is clarified by
first recalling the linear aeroelastic trim algorithm implemented in
MSCNastran SOL144 [9] before introducing the proposed nonlinear
approach.
A. Linear Algorithm
Linear aeroelastic trim analyses conducted using MSC Nastran
SOL 144 [9] are based on the equation of motion for a quasi-steady
aeroelastic vehicle [9,17],
M^ ^q

K^ − qDE^q

q^  qDE^uu f^A0  f^W (1)
where q^ is the vector ofNt nodal degrees of freedom (DOF); M^ and K^
are the associated Nt × Nt mass and stiffness matrices; qD is the
freestream dynamic pressure; E^q is a Nt × Nt aerodynamic force
matrix for the nodal DOF; u is the vector ofNu trim variables; E^u is a
Nt × Nu matrix giving the steady nodal forces and moments due to
unit values of the trim variables; f^A0 is the nodal aerodynamic load
vector due to initial incidence, camber, and twist; and f^
W
is the nodal
gravity load vector.** Equation (1) includes Nr unrestrained rigid-
body DOF to represent a free-flying vehicle so that the stiffness
matrix has rank Nt − Nr.†† The trim condition is assigned by
prescribing Nu − Nr trim variables, hereafter referred to as the fixed
trim variables. The vehicle aeroelastic static response and the
remaining Nr unknown trim variables, hereafter called the free trim
variables, are evaluated from Eq. (1) using the linear inertia relief
technique [18,19] described in the following.
The total nodal DOF are split into Nr reference DOF defining a
support frame for the unrestrained rigid-body motions [18] and
Nl  Nt − Nr leftover DOF describing the aeroelastic response
within the support frame. This is an attached frame with origin at an
arbitrary structural grid and orientation fixed with the undeformed
configuration, which may not coincide with the orientation of the
stability axes [9]. Equation (1) can be partitioned as [9]
2
4 M^ll M^lr
M^rl M^rr
3
5
8<
:
^ql
^qr
9=
;
2
4 K^
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ll K^
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lr
K^Arl K^
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rr
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5
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4 K^
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:
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9=
;
8<
:
f^Wl
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9=
; (2)
where the elements of the vectors q^l and q^r are the leftover and
reference (support) DOF, respectively; K^A ≔ K^ − qDE^q is the Nt ×
Nt aeroelastic stiffness matrix; and K^
U ≔ −qDE^u is a Nt × Nu
matrix. Since no dynamic structural response occurs at the trim, the
accelerations of the leftover DOF can be written as [9]
^q 
8<
:
^ql
^qr
9=
; 
2
4−K^−1ll K^lr
I
3
5 ^qr  D ^qr  DTruu (3)
whereD is anNt × Nrmatrix describing the rigid-bodymotion of the
structure as a whole due to unit displacements of the reference DOF,
while Tru is a Nr × Nu matrix giving the reference (support)
accelerations from the assigned accelerations of the stability axes.
Both matrices are only functions of the model geometry [9].
Substituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2) and setting q^r  0, the upper
partition of Eq. (2) gives
q^l 

K^All
−1nh
M^llK^
−1
ll K^lr − M^lr

Tru − K^
U
l
i
u f^A0l  f^Wl
o
(4)
where Nr elements of u are still unknown. Once these are evaluated
by solving theNr global force/moment equilibrium equations for the
unrestrained rigid-body DOF, obtained by premultiplying Eq. (2)
by DT, Eq. (4) gives the trim aeroelastic response within the
support frame.
Note that restraining the reference DOF by setting q^r  0 does not
introduce unphysical constraints on the model. Indeed, the vehicle is
subjected to a self-balancing load field in the support frame once the
apparent inertial loads are taken into account along with the
aerodynamic and gravity loads [right-hand side of Eq. (4)].
Computing the elastic response of an unrestrained structure bymeans
**In the most general case, the vector of trim variables
u  fα; β; pS; qS; rS; aS2 ; aS3 ; _pS; _qS; _rS; δa; δe; δrgT includes the angle of
attack α; the angle of sideslip β; the roll, pitch, and yaw angular velocity
components of the stability axes denoted by pS, qS, and rS, respectively; the
lateral and vertical linear acceleration components aS2 and a
S
3 , the angular
acceleration components _pS, _qS, and _rS; and the aileron, elevator, and rudder
control-surface rotations denoted by δa, δe, and δr, respectively. The
longitudinal acceleration and thrust input are not considered in linear
solutions.
††Since the linear analysis does not consider longitudinal translations, one
hasNr  2, vertical translation and pitch rotation, for trim in steady rectilinear
flight, andNr  5, vertical and lateral translations and all rotations, for trim in
steady turn.
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of a restrained analysis using the inertia relief technique is a standard
procedure in linear displacement-based FEM computations
[9,18,19]. However, the inertial relief analysis has never been
generalized to nonlinear problems and is not currently implemented
in commercial nonlinear FEM solvers like MSC Nastran SOL 400
[12]. This Paper generalizes the inertia relief technique to large-
amplitude displacements and applies it to formulate a computation-
ally efficient algorithm for solving nonlinear aeroelastic trim
problems using detailed aircraft models.
B. Proposed Nonlinear Algorithm
The proposed nonlinear aeroelastic trim algorithm is oriented to
the coupling of off-the-shelf structural and aerodynamic solvers to
analyze very flexible aircraft described by generic models, including
high-fidelity representations. In the context of this Paper, the
algorithm is implemented by coupling MSC Nastran SOL 400 [12]
with an in-house VLM code [14], but the methodology is applicable
to any off-the-shelf solver.
The nonlinear aeroelastic trim problem is solved iteratively by
fixing an arbitrary reference grid in order to have a nonsingularmodel
stiffness matrix at each iteration. As such, structural displacements
are evaluatedwith respect to a reference grid as in the linear algorithm
described in Sec. II.A. To simulate the vehicle as unrestrained, the
apparent inertia load experienced in the support frame is evaluated at
each iteration using a novel large-amplitude inertia relief technique
[11] that generalizes the linear technique of Sec. II.A. The apparent
inertia load is then applied in combination with the aerodynamic and
gravity loads in order to obtain an overall self-balancing distribution
in the support frame. As a result, the displacement field obtained at
each iteration is representative of an unrestrained structure, although
computed by means of a restrained analysis. In contrast, fixing an
arbitrary grid without adding the apparent inertial load would give a
nonzero reactive force at the constrained structural point. For a steady
rectilinear flight condition, the reaction would eventually vanish at
convergence but would still be present during the solution process
giving an unphysical load path to the trim solution. Additionally,
neglecting the apparent inertial load would be not correct for
trimming maneuvers.
The proposed algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 1 and consists of an
outer and a nestedNewton–Raphson loop. Starting from a first guess,
the outer Newton–Raphson loop updates the Nr free trim variables
based on their current values, system Jacobian matrix, and force/
moment resultants in order to trim the vehicle in the prescribed flight
condition. The force/moment resultants are evaluated by the nested
Newton–Raphson loop, which computes the nonlinear aeroelastic
static response for the current set of trim variables.
The nested fluid–structure loop uses the method of [20] to closely
couple the aerodynamic and structural solvers along with a novel
large-amplitude inertia relief technique to simulate the vehicle as
unrestrained at each iteration. The generic jth iteration of the nested
loop is performed by first calling on the nonlinear aerodynamic solver
to compute the steady aerodynamic load on the current deformed
configuration, which is transferred to the structural grids. In the
present Paper, the load transfer is realized using sixDOF force splines
in order to consider all the displacement and rotation components at
each aerodynamic and structural node [9,10]. Next, the inertia relief
load experienced in the support frame due to the nonbalanced force/
moment resultants of aerodynamics and gravity along the reference
(support) DOF is computed and given as input to the structural solver
along with the aerodynamic and gravity load. The structural solver
then computes the updated displacements of the leftover DOF (with
the reference DOF constrained) by solving the nonlinear system
K^jll q^
j1
l  sj

f^
Aj
l  f^Wl  f^ Ijl

(5)
where K^jll is the stiffness matrix evaluated at the jth iteration and the
previous solution q^jl is assumed as the first guess. The forcing vector
on the right-hand side of Eq. (5) is the total load experienced in the
support frame, f^
Aj
l being the aerodynamic load, f^
Ij
l being the
inertia relief load, and sj ≤ 1 being a scaling factor to perform an
incremental-load relaxation (see Sec. I). Note that not only the
aerodynamic load but also the inertia relief load is evaluated on the
last deformed configuration and updated in the loop, as necessary in
the presence of large deflections (see Sec. II).
Fig. 1 Workflow of the proposed nonlinear aeroelastic trim algorithm.
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Once Eq. (5) is solved, the incremental displacement Δq^jl 
q^j1l − q^
j
l is interpolated to update the aerodynamic model and, in
the case of CFD models, deform the fluid-domain volume mesh. In
the present Paper, the displacement interpolation is performed using
six-DOF splines [9,10]. The jth fluid–structure iteration is completed
by checking the convergence of structural displacements. If the
convergence is reached, the solution is returned to the outer loop to
verify if the trim condition is satisfied; otherwise, a new fluid–
structure iteration is performed.
The incremental-load relaxation procedure used to closely couple
the aerodynamic and structural solvers is briefly described in the
following, followed by the proposed large-amplitude inertia relief
technique that is the original contribution from the present work.
1. Incremental-Load Relaxation
In nonlinear aeroelastic static analyses, the structure equilibrium
must be satisfied in the deformed configuration, which requires
an iterative solution process involving staggered calls to the
aerodynamic and structural solvers (see Fig. 1). If incremental
deflections are large, the aerodynamic load applied to the structure at
the jth iteration may be inconsistent with the updated model
geometry, which negatively impacts the solution stability, accuracy,
and computational cost. The same holds for the inertia relief load,
which is also function of structural displacements as discussed
in Sec. II.
To ensure the consistency of applied loads and structural
displacements, the present algorithm uses an incremental-load
relaxation procedure [20] to closely couple the aerodynamic and
structural solvers. The structure is loaded incrementally in ns
iterations of the j loop, which corresponds to a load-step size 1∕ns.
Each nonlinear structural analysis assumes the last deformed
configuration as the first guess and takes into account the differential
stiffness. The load field applied at a generic iteration j ≤ ns is
multiplied by a scaling factor sj  j∕ns j  1; : : : ; ns [see
Eq. (5)]. As such, only a load percentage s1  1∕ns is applied to the
structure at the first iteration, so limiting incremental displacements.
At the second iteration, the load field computed on the updated
geometry and scaled by s2  2∕ns replaces the previous distribution,
and the procedure is repeated until a unit scaling factor is achieved
after ns iterations. At this point, the structure is fully loaded, but
additional na fluid–structure iterations may be still necessary for
convergence. These are performed with the same load updating
approach but assuming sj  1 for any j > ns. The total number of
iterations for a complete analysis is thus nt  ns  na, given by ns
load-step iterations and na additional iterations to get convergence
once the structure is fully loaded.
For appropriate choices of the number of load steps, the
incremental-load relaxation improves the algorithm stability,
accuracy, and computational speed. Using multiple load steps
reduces incremental displacements between subsequent calls to the
structural solver, which facilitates the convergence of each nonlinear
static analysis and allows one to better simulate follower loads [20].
The load relaxation also helps the convergence of the aerodynamic
solver and improves the aerodynamic model updating, especially
when using CFD aerodynamics that requires fluid-domain volume
mesh deformation. On the other hand, performing too many load
steps increases computational time with no benefic effect on the
solution. As such, a preliminary sensitivity analysis is necessary to
tailor the load-step size to the expected level of problem nonlinearity.
2. Large-Amplitude Inertia Relief
Conventional displacement-based FEM static analysis cannot be
performed on unrestrained structures due to the stiffness matrix
singularity. However, commercial FEM solvers like MSC Nastran
use the inertia relief technique to simulate unrestrained structures in
linear structural and aeroelastic analyses [9,18,19].
The basic principle of the inertia relief is that a free–free structure
subjected to a nonbalanced load field experiences a rigid-body
acceleration. Therefore, structural analyses conducted within a
noninertial reference frame fixed with the accelerated structure
(support frame) must include the apparent inertial loads due to such a
rigid-body acceleration state. Once the apparent inertial loads are
applied in combination with the external loads, the structure is
subjected to a self-balancing load distribution in the support frame.
This allows one to compute the elastic displacement of the
unrestrained structure via a restrained analysis performed by fixing a
reference structural grid. Indeed, no constraint is actually placed on
the model, since the reactive load at the reference grid is zero. As
such, structural responses obtained with different choices of the
reference grid (support frame) differ for a rigid-body displacement
and describe the unique deformed state of the unrestrained structure
subjected to the original nonbalanced external load [21].
Unfortunately, the inertia relief analysis has never been
generalized to large displacements and is not currently implemented
in commercial nonlinear FEM solvers [12,13]. Therefore, there is no
built-in algorithm to include the apparent inertial loads on the right-
hand side of Eq. (5). In the case of trim in steady rectilinear flight,
aerodynamics and weight are self-balancing at convergence, so
results obtained without including the apparent inertial loads in the
loop are still representative of an unrestrained structure. However,
this is not valid when trimming maneuvers. Additionally, even when
trimming steady rectilinear flight conditions, the apparent inertial
load is not zero in the intermediate loop iterations. Neglecting
to include this load gives an unphysical load path to the trim
solution, which may negatively impact the stability, accuracy, and
computational cost of the analysis.
In the proposed algorithm, the apparent inertial loads due to the
nonbalanced force/moment resultants of aerodynamics and gravity
are taken into account at each iteration to simulate the vehicle as
unrestrained in the whole solution process. The inertia relief load
field is computed by fixing a generic reference structural grid to
define a support frame. Generalizing the MSC Nastran linear inertia
relief technique [19], the apparent inertial load to obtain an overall
self-balancing load distribution in the support frame at the current
iteration is evaluated as
f^ Ij  −M^D ^qr

j  −M^Dj
h
DjTM^Dj
i−1
DjT

f^Aj  f^W

(6)
where Dj is the rigid-body mode matrix of Eq. (3) evaluated by
considering the deformed model configuration at the jth iteration.
The dependency of the inertia relief load on structural displacements
is neglected in the linear inertia relief analysis [18,19], whereas it
must be taken into account in the presence of large deflections.
The inertia relief load in Eq. (6) is the apparent inertial load
experienced in the support frame due to the structure rigid-body
acceleration state caused by the nonbalanced force/moment
resultants of aerodynamics and gravity along the reference DOF.
The partition related to the leftover DOF is added to the right-hand
side of Eq. (5) to simulate the structure as unrestrained in up toNr ≤ 6
rigid-body DOF. This approach can be applied to a generic nonlinear
displacement-based FEM analysis, not necessarily a nonlinear
aeroelastic trim analysis.
The proposed large-amplitude inertia relief technique allows one
to reach the trim solution by following a physical load path simulating
the structure as unrestrained at each loop iteration. As shown in
Sec. IV.C, this improves the convergence smoothness and speed
compared to fixing a structural grid without including the apparent
inertial loads. Indeed, although the loop iterations of a nonlinear static
analysis do not have the physical meaning of time steps, the large-
amplitude inertia relief combined with the incremental-load
relaxation procedure numerically simulates the gradual achievement
of the trim deformed configuration actually experienced by a free-
flying flexible vehicle.
III. Computational Framework and Comparison with
Existing Algorithms
The proposed algorithm is implemented in a medium-fidelity
computational environment coupling MSC Nastran SOL 400 [12]
RISO ETAL. 2341
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with a in-house nonlinear VLM solver developed at DLR [14], which
neglects wake roll-up effects but allows for large displacements and
rotations of the aerodynamic grids. The framework is validated by
comparing results with UM/NAST [6] and the DLR aeroelastic
toolbox [14]. The main features of these environments are
summarized in the following and in Table 1.
UM/NAST models nonlinear structures using a strain-based
geometrically exact beam formulation [8]. Trim solutions for
complete vehicles are obtained by either solving the force/moment
equilibrium or forcing zero linear and angular accelerations at the
origin of the body reference frame. The trim solver consists of an
outer Newton–Raphson loop on the trim variables and a nested fluid–
structure loop that couples the strain-based beam formulation with
strip theory, surrogate models, or, more recently, with the VLM
code from DLR [14]. Fluid–structure coupling is performed by
transferring the load distribution on each aerodynamic strip to the
corresponding beamaxis location and by recovering the aerodynamic
cross-section displacement from the beam axis bending and torsion.
Inertia relief is not used in UM/NAST since the strain-based model
stiffness matrix is always definite positive.
The DLR aeroelastic toolbox is a simulation environment for
aircraft described by generic FEM models that includes linear,
reduced-order, or fully nonlinear structural formulations [14]. The
nonlinear aeroelastic trim solver consists of amainNewton–Raphson
loop and a nested fluid–structure loop coupling MSC Nastran SOL
400 with the nonlinear VLM code that was provided for developing
the present environment and for coupling with UM/NAST [22].
Aerodynamic and structural grids are coupled using the radial basis
function (RBF) technique and, for beam-type FEM models, by
developing a rigid-cross-section coupling model to interface one-
dimensional structures and two-dimensional lifting surfaces.
Incremental-load relaxation is not implemented in the loop. A
structural grid is clamped to eliminate the stiffness matrix singularity,
but the inertia relief load is not taken into account.
IV. Numerical Results
This section discusses numerical case studies to validate the
developed computational framework and investigate the effects of the
proposed large-amplitude inertia relief technique on nonlinear
aeroelastic trim solutions. All the analyses are conducted usingMSC
Nastran beam-type models in order to directly compare the results
with UM/NAST [8].
A. Validation of Nonlinear Aeroelastic Static Solver
The core module coupling MSC Nastran SOL 400 with the VLM
code is validated by analyzing the nonlinear aeroelastic static response
of a highly flexible 16 m wing [23] and of the X-HALE risk reduction
vehicle (RRV) [24] at a prescribed freestream velocity and angle of
attack. The analyses are performed by assuming clamped boundary
conditions at the root for the wing and at the wing centerline for the
X-HALE. As such, the inertial relief module is not active at this stage.
1. Highly Flexible Wing
The FEM/VLMaeroelastic model of the highly flexible 16mwing
[23] is shown in Fig. 2. TheMSCNastran structural model consists of
a beam-type structurewith stiffness properties that vary quadratically
along the span and lumped masses with concentrated inertia tensors
to tune the dynamic behavior on the referenceUM/NASTmodel. The
VLM aerodynamic model consists of a rectangular flat-plate lifting
surface. In this Paper, aerodynamic and structural grids are coupled
using 16 six-DOF finite beam spline patches.
The nonlinear aeroelastic static response of the 16mwing is studied
for incompressible flow, ρ∞  1.225 kg∕m3, V∞  40 m∕s, α  3,
4, 5 deg, and by neglecting weight. The results are compared with
solutions from 1) the UM/NAST solver based on strip-theory
aerodynamics correctedwithweighting factors [23], 2) theUM/NAST
solver based on VLM aerodynamics [22], and 3) the MSC Nastran
SOL 400/VLM solver of the DLR toolbox [14].
The sensitivity to the load-step size used in the incremental-load
relaxation is preliminarily analyzed forα  5 deg. Table 2 shows the
converged wing-tip vertical displacement normalized by the span
uztip ; the relative variation in the computational time with respect to
the no-relaxation case; and the number of load-step, additional, and
total iterations for convergence. The wing-tip vertical displacement
decreases with the step size due to the more accurate simulation of
follower forces that better captures the wing shortening, but no
practical variation is found for a step size below 10%. As such,
this value is assumed for all the examined angles of attack. The
computational time increases for a smaller step size due to the
increase in the total number of iterations. This is because the analyses
converge very fast even with no relaxation for this simple test case.
Therefore, increasing the number of load steps improves the solution
accuracy but results in a slower convergence since the aerodynamic
load is applied in increments.
The converged wing-tip vertical displacements normalized by the
span obtainedwith different approaches are compared in Table 3. The
deformed configurations are plotted in Fig. 3. The present results
match those from UM/NAST with VLM aerodynamics for all the
examined conditions. The DLR toolbox solution practically lies onFig. 2 FEM/VLM aeroelastic model of the 16-meter wing.
Table 1 Features of nonlinear aeroelastic trim solvers
Feature Present solver UM/NAST solver DLR solver
Structural model Any FEM model Strain-based beams Any FEM model
Aerodynamic model VLM VLM VLM
Coupling approach Six-DOF splines Strip based RBF
Relaxation Yes No No
Inertia relief Yes Not applicable No
Table 2 Nonlinear aeroelastic static
response of the 16 m wing: sensitivity to the
step size for α  5 deg
Step size, % uztip , % Δt, % ns na nt
100 20.31 —— 1 4 5
50 20.26 40.57 2 4 6
20 20.21 64.60 5 4 9
10 20.20 110.33 10 3 13
5 20.19 308.57 20 3 23
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top of the previous ones, with a maximum wing-tip difference
of 0.65% at α  5 deg. The deflections from UM/NAST with
strip theory are smaller than those obtained considering VLM
aerodynamics, with a relative wing-tip difference that increases from
1.85 to 2% with the angle of attack. This behavior is motivated by
considering that theweighting factors used to correct the strip-theory
aerodynamic load distribution are evaluated on the rigid undeformed
configuration [23].
2. X-HALE RRV
The FEM/VLM aeroelastic model of the X-HALE RRV [24] is
shown in Fig. 4. TheMSCNastran structural model consists of beam-
type members for the wing elastic axis; rigid bars for the pods, fins,
tail booms, and horizontal/vertical tails; and lumped-mass elements
with concentrated inertia tensors to tune the dynamic behavior on the
UM/NAST model. The VLM aerodynamic model consists of a
cambered lifting surface for thewing with the EMX07 airfoil at 5 deg
incidence [15], while pods, fins, and tails are modeled as flat plates.
In this Paper, aerodynamic and structural grids are coupled using 20
six-DOF finite beam spline patches for thewing and a single patch for
every other lifting surface.
The nonlinear aeroelastic static response of the X-HALE RRV is
studied for incompressible flow, ρ∞  1.222 kg∕m3,V∞  16 m∕s,
α  0, 0.5, 1 deg, and by taking into account weight. The results are
comparedwith solutions from1) theUM/NAST solver based onVLM
aerodynamics [22] and 2) the MSC Nastran SOL 400/VLM solver of
the DLR toolbox [14].
The sensitivity to the load-step size is preliminarily analyzed for
α  1 deg as reported in Table 4. In contrast with the case of the
16 m wing, computational time does not increase monotonically
by reducing the step size for the X-HALE RRV. Indeed, it first
decreases by 33% when reducing the step size from 100 to 50%;
next, it increases again for further step-size reductions. However,
the convergence using ten load steps is still 15% faster than in the
no-relaxation case. This is because ns increases for a smaller step
size, while na decreases due to the smoother convergence to the
deformed configuration. The former effect is dominant for the
16 m wing, since the analysis converges very fast even with no
relaxation and na is not significantly affected by the number of
load steps (see Table 2). In contrast, na significantly decreases
from 28 to 15 for the X-HALE when the step size is reduced from
100 to 5%. Since the converged solution does not practically vary
for step size below 10%, this value is assumed for all the angles
of attack.
The converged results obtained with different approaches for
α  0, 0.5, 1 deg are compared in Table 5. The deformed
configurations are illustrated in Fig. 5. The present results match
the ones from the DLR toolbox for all the flight conditions. The
UM/NAST solutions show larger displacements, with a wing-tip
difference that increases from 1.1 to 3% with the angle of attack.
This behavior is justified by considering that in UM/NAST the
aerodynamic load transferred to each structural grid is obtained by
interpolating the force and moment resultants on the two closest
aerodynamic strips. As such, each structural grid is aerodinamically
influenced only by VLM panels in a near neighborhood. The six-
DOF splines used in the present framework and the RBF technique
used in the DLR toolbox are implemented by coupling each
structural node with a larger region of the aerodynamic model. As
such, the load transferred to each structural node is influenced
by multiple aerodynamic cross-sections. The different coupling
strategies do not influence the results for the 16 m wing, while a
higher sensitivity to the size of the coupled aerodynamic and
structural regions is expected for more complex configurations like
X-HALE.
Fig. 3 Nonlinear aeroelastic static response of the 16mwing: deformed
configuration.
Fig. 4 FEM/VLM aeroelastic model of the X-HALE RRV.
Table 3 Nonlinear aeroelastic static response of the 16 m wing:
wing-tip vertical displacement
Methodology uztip , % (α  3; 4; 5 deg )
Proposed algorithm 12.60 16.51 20.20
UM/NASTwith VLM 12.60 16.50 20.18
UM/NASTwith strip theory 12.36 16.18 19.78
DLR toolbox 12.62 16.57 20.33
Table 4 Nonlinear aeroelastic static
response of the X-HALE RRV: sensitivity to
the step size for α  1 deg
Step size, % uztip , % Δt, % ns na nt
100 17.43 —— 1 28 29
50 16.79 −33.52 2 20 22
20 16.41 −26.14 5 19 24
10 16.30 −14.85 10 17 27
5 16.24 12.16 20 15 35
Table 5 Nonlinear aeroelastic static response of the X-HALE RRV:
right wing-tip vertical displacement
Methodology uztip , % (α  0; 0.5; 1 deg )
Proposed algorithm 11.74 14.07 16.30
UM/NASTwith VLM 11.88 14.40 16.81
DLR toolbox 11.69 14.05 16.31
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B. Validation of Nonlinear Aeroelastic Trim Solver
The whole nonlinear aeroelastic trim solver is validated by
trimming the X-HALE RRV for steady rectilinear flight in
incompressible flow at ρ∞  1.222 kg∕m3 and V∞  16 m∕s,
which is a typical operating condition [16]. The analysis is conducted
using the horizontal tails as elevators. The results are compared with
solutions from 1) theUM/NAST solver based onVLMaerodynamics
[22], 2) the MSC Nastran SOL 400/VLM solver of the DLR toolbox
[14], and 3) the linear solver MSC Nastran SOL 144 [9]. The inertia
relief module is activated at this stage to simulate free–free boundary
conditions at each iteration. The reference grid defining the support
frame is chosen at thewing centerline in order to directly compare the
trim deflection with the results from UM/NAST and the DLR
toolbox. The analysis is performed using a step size equal to 20%
[24], for which the solution converges 10% faster than with no
relaxation.
A linear VLM model based on the nonlinear one is developed for
conducting the aeroelastic trim analyses using MSC Nastran SOL
144 [9]. Since the linear VLM formulation does not account for
incidence, camber, and twist effects [9], a static correction is
developed for the X-HALE wing using the downwash input method
[9] and a direct load input [11]. The downwash input method is a
corrective technique available in MSC Nastran SOL 144 that allows
one to adjust the linearized aerodynamic boundary conditions by
taking into account the static rotation of panel normal vectors due to
incidence, camber, and twist. The direct load input is implemented by
including the aerodynamic load field evaluated on the rigid
configuration at V∞  16 m∕s, α  0 deg, and δe  0 deg using
the nonlinear VLM code as an external load distribution in the linear
aeroelastic trim analysis.
The results obtained with different approaches are reported in
Table 6. The right half-wing deformed configurations are compared
in Fig. 6. The present solver and the DLR toolbox show a better
agreement in terms of deformed configuration and elevator rotation,
whereas the UM/NAST and DLR toolbox trim angles of attack are
closer. However, differences between UM/NAST and the other
solutions are expected due to the local coupling approach (see
Sec. II). Since the X-HALE RRV deflection is moderate at the
examined trim point, the nonlinear and linear results are also in good
agreement. The linear results obtained using the direct load input are
closer to the nonlinear solution since the corrective external load is
evaluated on the actual VLM model geometry considering the wing
camber and incidence.
C. Effect of Inertia Relief
Having validated the computational framework, X-HALE is
trimmed for steady rectilinear flight atV∞  15, 16, 17, 18 m∕swith
and without using the large-amplitude inertia relief technique to
investigate its effect on the solution process. The structure is
simulated as constrained in the loopwhen the inertia relief is off, since
the apparent inertial loads are not taken into account and
aerodynamics and gravity give a self-balancing load distribution in
the support frame only when the trim condition is satisfied (last
iteration). Conversely, the structure is simulated as unrestrained
during the whole solution process when using the inertia relief, since
the apparent inertial loads are added to aerodynamics and gravity at
each iteration. As such, the cases of inertia relief off/on correspond to
reaching the trim condition by following load paths with different
boundary conditions in the loop.
The trim results in terms of right wing-tip vertical displacement
normalized by the half-span, angle of attack, elevator rotations,
relative variation in the computational time, and number of iterations
with inertia relief off/on are reported in Table 7. The convergence
histories of the right wing tip are plotted in Fig. 7. All the analyses are
performed using a load-step size equal to 20%. Figure 7 shows that
the proposed large-amplitude inertia relief technique eliminates large
numerical oscillations around the trim deformed configuration and
dramatically reduces computational time for all the examined flight
conditions (see Table 7). The results with inertia relief off/on are
slightly different (see Table 7) since the model stiffness matrix is
updated in the loop and is thus sensitive to the load path.
Table 6 Nonlinear aeroelastic trim of the X-HALE RRV: right
wing-tip vertical displacement and trim variables
uztip , % αe, deg δee , deg
Proposed algorithm 5.07 0.75 2.42
UM/NASTwith VLM 4.70 0.79 2.62
DLR toolbox 5.00 0.79 2.47
MSC Nastran SOL 144 with load input 4.90 0.73 2.60
MSC Nastran SOL 144 with downwash input 4.61 0.72 2.61
Fig. 6 Nonlinear aeroelastic trim of the X-HALERRV: right-half wing
deformed configuration.
Table 7 Nonlinear aeroelastic trim of the X-HALERRV: trim
results with inertia relief off/on
V∞, m∕s Inertia relief uztip , % αe, deg δee , deg Δt, % nt
15 Off 5.29 1.52 1.85 —— 75
15 On 5.27 1.53 1.84 −49.91 32
16 Off 5.19 0.72 2.44 —— 87
16 On 5.07 0.75 2.42 −55.75 32
17 Off 4.95 0.09 2.89 —— 99
17 On 4.86 0.11 2.87 −55.36 38
18 Off 5.23 −0.54 3.34 —— 140
18 On 4.66 −0.43 3.23 −69.02 40
Fig. 5 Nonlinear aeroelastic static response of the X-HALERRV: right
half-wing deformed configuration.
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V. Conclusions
This Paper presented a computationally efficient algorithm for the
nonlinear aeroelastic trim analysis of very flexible aircraft described
by models of any fidelity. The algorithm is based on a novel large-
amplitude inertia relief technique and is applicable to fluid–structure
interaction frameworks coupling generic structural and aerodynamic
solvers, including high-fidelity commercial solvers.
The methodology was tested on a low-order model of the
University ofMichigan’sX-HALE in order to compare it to reference
results for a typical steady rectilinear flight condition. Having
validated the computational framework, the benefits of the proposed
approach were demonstrated by trimming the vehicle at different
flight speeds with and without using the large-amplitude inertia
relief. Including the apparent inertial loads at each iteration in the
loop resulted in a physical load path to the trim solution giving a
smoother and faster convergence compared to fixing an arbitrary grid
without using the inertia relief.
High-fidelity nonlinear aeroelastic design of next-generation
aircraft is inherently a computationally expensive process requiring
efficient and robust algorithms to ensure analysis convergence in
acceptable times and for large design spaces. Despite a low-order
model being considered in this Paper for validation purposes, the
results demonstrated that the proposed nonlinear aeroelastic trim
algorithm has the potential for application to high-fidelity design.
Future work will apply the methodology to very flexible
configurations described by built-up structural and aerodynamic
models, which are the ultimate target of the proposed approach.
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